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Executive Summary
The world’s population is projected to grow to nearly 10 billion by 2050 – an increase of 2 billion people
EXE
EXECUTIVE
CUTIVE SUMMARY

from today – with the population of sub-Saharan Africa alone expected to double. As governments
across the globe grapple with the impacts of climate change and the rise in food insecurity due to
Covid-19, an existential question is also coming into focus: How do we prepare now to feed 10 billion
people?
Although our current food system fails to meet the needs of people and the planet, there are reasons to
be optimistic about the future. Emerging technologies present us with a growing range of opportunities
to transform our food and agriculture systems. To harness these opportunities, policymakers, scientists
and entrepreneurs must:
• Identify the opportunities these innovations present for health and nutrition, our natural
environment and economies.
• Uncover any unintended consequences, trade-offs and gaps in our understanding of these
innovations.
• Assess their relative maturity and feasibility, and identify those that hold the most transformative
potential.
• Identify barriers, and therefore the questions that need to be answered, to successfully implementing
new innovations globally and at scale.
This paper explores these key areas. It illustrates the significant potential of some of the most
transformative food and agriculture technologies, while outlining some of the underlying challenges of
bringing them to scale responsibly. It also begins to address some policy areas that warrant attention
from governments and highlights the questions that we must address to create a food system fit for the
21st century – a system that delivers for everybody, everywhere.
High-level messages for governmen
governments:
ts:
• Coun
ountries
tries should embrace food technologies and seize the economic, en
envir
vironmen
onmental
tal and health
rewar
ewards.
ds.
Food systems are intimately connected, meaning that by transforming them, we can collectively
tackle some of the world’s biggest challenges. Food technologies enable us to improve health and
nutrition, promote environmental sustainability and deliver economic growth. Governments should
seize this significant opportunity.
• Scaling food technologies rrequir
equires
es over
overcoming
coming several barriers. G
Governmen
overnments
ts should lead the
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effort.
Technology in itself does not deliver positive change. It’s how we develop and deploy these
technologies that matters. There are some key barriers to scaling up food technologies: vested
interests, lack of demand, lack of risk capital, infrastructure and inputs such as power, regulatory
burdens, and basic science/R&D.
Although overcoming these barriers will require several actors to come together – including
innovators, scientists and investors – governments hold significant responsibility for setting the
ambition and driving the direction of change. Governments also have a role to play in providing
funding, infrastructure and innovative regulation.
• Governmen
overnments
ts should act now to save paying the price later
later..
Food systems urgently need reform in the face of climate change, biodiversity loss, food insecurity
and deteriorating public health. As this paper sets out, the benefits of scaling up food technologies
are clear.
Transformative technologies in our energy system have been available for years, yet large parts of the
world are still reliant on coal. We have been far too slow to deploy clean energy technologies. We
can’t afford to make the same mistake with our food systems. It’s not a question of if, but when; at
some point trends will force change. Nations with foresight should support the development of the
markets of the future.
Key questions to addr
address:
ess:
As part of this analysis we have identified five sets of questions that provide a starting point for
governments that want to grasp the opportunity provided by food technologies. We welcome
engagement from all actors interested in helping to address these questions.
• How do we make the unit economics of food technologies work not just in California or the UAE –
but globally?
• What is the role for government versus the private sector to drive food tech to scale?
• How can we help farmers adopt these technologies, and make technologies more attractive to
retailers and consumers?
• How might employment be affected? How can we make sure we create more winners than losers?
• Which technologies should be prioritised? Can and should multiple technologies work
simultaneously, or will some compete with others?
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Introduction: The Need for Another
Agricultural Revolution
We have a significan
significantt opportunity to transform our food systems and impr
improve
ove the state of the world in
the 21st cen
centur
turyy.
Food systems are complex, adaptive systems with many interlinking components. They are vital to the
health of human beings, our natural environment and our economies.
In many ways, our global food system is hugely impressive. As the global population has grown, so too
has agricultural production. Over the past 50 years, the green revolution has enabled the production of
cereal crops to triple with only a relatively small increase in the area of land under cultivation.
We can attribute much of this success to farmers, who have adapted and embraced new technologies.
The combine harvester welcomed an era of intensive, industrialised farming – and we have come a long
way since its invention in the 1830s.
But today the global food system is also affected by deep inefficiencies, inequalities and externalities.
How we grow, process, transport, consume and waste food is damaging both our health and our
planet. Food systems already contribute up to 30 per cent of total global emissions, and agricultural land
use is the main driver of deforestation. Obesity is on the rise globally, yet at at the same time food
insecurity and hunger is increasing. Meanwhile, our soil is degrading at such a rate that we risk losing the
world’s topsoil within 60 years.
As the population increases, demand for food will continue to grow. And without another agricultural
revolution, it is possible that the harmful elements of the food system will inflict increasing amounts of
damage.
Fortunately, new technologies and breakthroughs in science offer an opportunity to radically improve
our food system.
Scaled up, new food technologies could mean that we can feed more people affordably and healthily,
while promoting the health of our planet and preserving natural resources.
But delivering on this future will not be without challenges. And without progressive actions there is a
risk that many transformative technologies won’t be implemented responsibly or at sufficient pace or
scale.
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Now is the time to discuss the future of food. Covid-19 has exposed the fragility of food systems all over
the world, particularly in developing countries. Sound, responsive and resilient agricultural policies will be
vital to “building back better” and achieving net-zero commitments.
The UK will need to think hard about what its food system will look like post-Brexit. Part Two of the
National Food Strategy – the first independent review into England’s food system in 75 years – is due to
be published. The strategy will present a comprehensive plan for transforming the food system, and it is
expected to set out how the benefits of the coming revolution in agricultural technology can be
maximised. The EU is also striving to develop a food system fit for the 21st century over the next ten
years with its Farm to Fork Strategy.
As we set out in our new progressive agenda, now more than ever we need to deliver the practical
benefits of new technologies to all people in the ways that matter most. As economies across the globe
continue their recoveries from the Covid-19 pandemic, we must evaluate the technologies that have the
most potential. We can then accelerate their deployment, bringing them to scale responsibly. The
countries that successfully grasp these opportunities can lead the world in the future of food.
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There is a broad consensus on what we want our food systems to do: deliver enough affordable and
nutritious food to every person in the world, within planetary constraints and without jeopardising future
generations and the environment, while providing economic opportunities.
Our food system has the potential to provide increased choice, with high nutritional value, so people can
live long and healthy lives. It can provide jobs and incomes fit for both the developed and developing
world. It can also work to promote biodiversity and preserve natural resources, and – unlike other sectors
– it can actively remove emissions from the atmosphere and reduce the damage caused by climate
change. By doing so it can provide food security for every person in every country.

Food System Opportunities vs. Where We Are Now
Although the global food system has demonstrated a remarkable ability to adapt over time, the way we
currently produce and consume food fails to deliver to its full potential. Table 1 compares the
opportunities presented by the food system to the current reality.
Table 1 – F
Food
ood system goals and objectives vs. curr
curren
entt state of play

Goals

Objectives

Provide

Little or no obesity or

pr
proper
oper health

malnutrition

and nutrition

Wher
heree W
Wee A
Arre N
Now
ow
• In 2019, 21.3 per cent of children under the age of 5
were stunted, and 5.6 per cent were overweight.
• Adult obesity is on the rise in all regions.
• Hundreds of millions of people face health challenges
– including obesity, diabetes and heart disease –
linked to unhealthy diets.

Provide enough
affordable food for

• For decades, food insecurity was in decline.
• However, it has increased since 2015.
• More than 1.5 billion people cannot afford a diet that
meets the required levels of essential nutrients.
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TRANSFORMING OUR FOOD SYSTEMS

An Opportunity to Transform Our Food
Systems

Goals

Objectives

everybody, everywhere
(food security)

Wher
heree W
Wee A
Arre N
Now
ow
• Nearly 690 million – 8.9 per cent of the world
population – people are hungry.
• It’s estimated that healthy diets are unaffordable for
more than 3 billion people in the world.

Provide safe and
uncontaminated food

Offer increased diversity
of food, better quality
and choice

Deliver

Provide secure jobs and

economic

resilient incomes fit for

opportunities

the modern world

and gr
growth
owth

• The WHO estimates that one in ten people fall ill
every year from eating contaminated food.

• More than half of the global energy need is currently
met by only four crops: rice, potatoes, wheat and
maize.

• Agriculture is the single-largest employer in the
world.
• Small-scale farmers make up a majority of the world’s
poor and live, on average, on less than $2 a day.
• Farmers end up with only a small portion of the final
consumer price. The majority of profit is made on
other continents.

Promote economic
growth in the developed
and developing world
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• 80 per cent of antibiotics in the US are used for farm
animals.

• Over the past 20 years, trade in agricultural products
has more than tripled to reach $1.33 trillion, driven
mostly by demand growth in emerging economies
and greater south-south trade.

Goals

Objectives

Improve efficiency and
minimise loss and waste

Wher
heree W
Wee A
Arre N
Now
ow
• 33 per cent of food goes to waste.
• In the US alone, 31 to 40 per cent of post-harvest
food supply is lost or wasted, at a cost of $160 billion
annually.

Minimise economic
inefficiencies and
externalities

• The hidden costs of global food and land-use systems
amount to $12 trillion, compared to the $10 trillion
market value of the global food system.
• If current consumption patterns continue, dietrelated health costs linked to mortality and dietrelated non-communicable disease are projected to
exceed $1.3 trillion per year by 2030.
• The diet-related social cost of greenhouse gas
emissions associated with current dietary patterns is
estimated to reach more than $1.7 trillion per year by
2030.

Promote

Promote biodiversity

en
envir
vironmen
onmental
tal
sustainability

• Agricultural land use dominates 40 per cent of the
earth’s surface and is the main driver of
deforestation.
• The widespread and inefficient use of agrichemicals
like pesticides has adversely affected biodiversity.
• The UN states that around 1 million animal and plant
species are now threatened with extinction.

Reduce emissions and
the threats posed by
climate change

• Food and land-use systems cause up to 30 per cent
of total greenhouse gas emissions.
• Based on current trends, the agri-food sector is
expected to produce half of all greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050.
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Goals

Objectives

Preserve natural
resources such as water
and soil health

Wher
heree W
Wee A
Arre N
Now
ow
• According to the UN’s Food and Agricultural
Organisation, a third of the world’s soil is now
moderately to highly degraded.
• Soils are declining in productivity through poor
agronomic practices, including continual mining of
the soil without fertiliser or compost or other
resources to replace it.
• According to the UN, food production accounts for
40 per cent of land use and 70 per cent of
freshwater consumption.
• By 2030, the world may face a 40 per cent water
supply-demand gap.
• NASA reports that the majority of the world’s freshwater supplies are draining faster than they are being
replenished. Fresh-water demand is set to increase
by 55 per cent by 2050.

Increase resilience to
threats posed by climate
change and
environmental
degradation

• Climate change is already undermining crop yield in
some areas. This is expected to continue and
accelerate.
• Based on current trends, climate change could force
over 100 million people into extreme poverty by
2030, mostly through impacts on agriculture and
food security.

Connections and Conflicts Across Objectives in the Food System
The global food system has many interdependent and interconnected features, and therefore represents
a complex policy space. But it also offers an opportunity to make multiple improvements at once.
Many of the goals outlined in Table 1 (across the areas of economy, health and environmental
sustainability) are intimately linked. As a result, for some goals, it will be possible for policymakers to
successfully tackle them in tandem. Other goals are in tension, meaning fixing one could make another
worse.
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The interconnected nature and complexity of the food system highlights the need to take a systems
approach to food policy, where any intervention or innovation is evaluated across multiple elements.
Food and agritech is relevant to health, nutrition, climate change, biodiversity, jobs and trade. We must
avoid policy formulation that takes place in silos.
Typically, food systems have been evaluated based on yield. But a focus purely on productivity has come
at the expense of the natural environment and human health.
For example, Figure 2 shows that an increase in the use of fertilisers and pesticides leads to increased
production, food security and economic gain for farmers. However, if used irresponsibly these
agricultural chemicals also damage soil health, contribute to climate change and have a negative impact
on the nutritional value of foods. Climate change is and will continue to affect global food security. It also
increases the likelihood of zoonotic diseases such as Covid-19 which – as we have seen – have disastrous
impacts on human health and economies.
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Figur
iguree 1 – M
Mapping
apping some kkey
ey rrelationships
elationships between food technologies and policy objectives

Source: TBI team analysis. Positive link polarity means the impacted variable moves in the same direction as the driving variable (e.g.
increased pesticide and fertiliser use will increase production). Negative link polarity indicates that the impacted variable moves in the
opposite direction (e.g. policies supporting alternative proteins will decrease the rearing of livestock).

We also need to take a long-term view of the food system. Building a food system that provides strong
economic growth and jobs now, but perhaps at the expense of environmental sustainability, will be
useless when climate change threatens jobs, economic growth and ultimately food security in years to
come.
Fortunately, whereas previous farming approaches – such as mechanisation and the use of fertilisers –
have encouraged positive impacts on some aspects of the food system at the expense of others, new and
emerging food and agriculture innovations can potentially create valuable co-benefits.
The next section discusses the opportunity presented by a range of innovations across the food system.
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Innovation Is an Effective Route to Change
considers how these technologies come together to deliver innovations that can have a positive impact
on the environment, human health and the economy. It then discusses some key areas that warrant
attention from policymakers, while recognising that progress will – to some extent – be driven by the
private sector.
Although this paper has a global scope, it does not suggest that every innovation will be feasible, or is
even desirable, on a global scale. Different countries have different natural environments, as well as
different social, economic and political landscapes; some technologies will therefore be better suited than
others to specific local contexts.
In developing countries and emerging economies, there is huge scope for change. Many of these
countries have an opportunity to leapfrog the unsustainable methods of food production adopted in the
Western world, and instead adopt revolutionary technologies in a relatively short period of time.

Key Technologies
Despite the overwhelming set of challenges posed by our food system, the opportunity for change is
strong. Innovations in food and agriculture provide some of the best and most feasible ways to solve
many of the world’s toughest challenges at once.
Technology offers a chance to make our food system more resilient, more sustainable and better for both
people and the planet. It’s also likely that scaling up food technologies will create new economic
opportunities, while reducing negative economic and environmental externalities. Crucially, many of
these innovations enable us to make dramatic improvements to the food system without asking
individuals to make unrealistic sacrifices.
For example, precision farming and artificial intelligence (AI) solutions can maximise crop yields.
Technologies can help livestock emit less methane, and plant-based and lab-grown foods enable us to
produce protein products with far less strain on resources than conventional animal proteins. Vertical
farms can help us produce more food with less land, less water and no harmful pesticides, and drone
technology and satellites allow farmers to evaluate crop conditions and reduce reliance on harmful
fertilisers. Breakthroughs in science and new seed and soil technologies can help to regenerate the soil,
to capture more carbon and to improve the nutritional value of foods.
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INNO
INNOV
VATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

This section explores the opportunities and challenges stemming from the food-technology revolution. It

Progress across these innovation areas has been driven by the development of several digital and
biological cross-cutting technologies, including but not limited to:
• Robotics and dr
drones:
ones: Robotics refers to the design, manufacture, and use of robots for personal and
commercial use. Drones are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
• Nanotechnology: Science, engineering and technology conducted at the nanoscale, or the study and
application of extremely small things.
• Syn
ynthetic
thetic biology: A field of science that involves redesigning organisms for useful purposes by
engineering them to have new abilities. Researchers are harnessing the power of synthetic biology to
solve problems in medicine, manufacturing and agriculture.
• Cellular agricultur
agriculture:
e: The production of agricultural products from cell cultures using biotechnology,
tissue engineering, molecular biology and synthetic biology.
• Gene-editing technology: A group of technologies that give scientists the ability to edit an
organism’s DNA. CRISPR is the most commonly used technology to edit genes.
• Artificial in
intelligence
telligence ((AI):
AI): Computers that can recognise complex patterns, process information,
draw conclusions and make recommendations.
• Computer vision: A field of AI that trains computers to interpret and understand the visual world.
• Block
lockchain:
chain: A secure, decentralised and transparent way of recording and sharing data, with no need
to rely on third-part intermediaries.
• Machine learning: An application of artificial intelligence that provides systems with the ability to
automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed.
• Internet of TThings
hings (I
(IooT): Describes the idea of everyday items – from medical wearables that
monitor users’ physical condition to cars and tracking devices inserted into parcels – being connected
to the internet and identifiable by other devices.
• 3D prin
printing:
ting: Allows manufacturing businesses to print their own parts, with less tooling, at a lower
cost and faster than traditional processes.
• Virtual rreality
eality (VR): Offers immersive digital experiences that simulate the real world.

The Food-Tech Revolution
Innovation in food systems should take place with three main policy goals in mind:
1. Providing proper health and nutrition.
2. Delivering economic opportunities and growth.
3. Promoting environmental sustainability.
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Policies or innovations that aim to address one aspect of the system are likely to produce impacts
elsewhere. Going forward, any new solution or innovation must strive to balance these policy goals or, at
the very least, not promote one at great expense to another.
Figur
iguree 2 – G
Goals
oals framework for the food-tech rrevolution
evolution

In our analysis and goals framework, we have identified three main categories of innovation for the 21stcentury food-tech revolution – enabled by the application of software and data – that collectively
contribute to achieving these policy goals. They are:
1. Innovations that can incr
increase
ease the quality of foods and farming
farming.. Whereas innovations during the
green revolution enabled farmers to produce larger quantities of food with less land, new innovations
enable us to increase the quality of foods and farming. Precision-farming technologies and advances
in biotechnology mean we can reduce reliance on agrichemicals, improve soil quality and make foods
more nutritious. This means we can still get more from our food system with fewer inputs, but with
less strain on the world’s natural resources.
2. Innovations that can impr
improve
ove methods for pr
producing
oducing food. Completely novel methods of producing
food – which take production away from farms and towards more controlled environments and labs –
now exist. Innovations such as vertical farming and alternative proteins offer radical alternatives to
traditional production methods, and hold significant opportunities for the environment, nutrition and
health. Former Google CEO Eric Schmidt has gone as far to say that plant-based meat is the
number-one tech trend that will significantly improve the world.
3. Innovations that can rreduce
educe waste. Around one-third of all food produced gets lost or wasted each
year. In sub-Saharan Africa, somewhere between 30 and 60 per cent of food that is grown never
reaches the plates of consumers – a bleak statistic, especially when considering that so many people
suffer from hunger and nutrient deficiencies. Mobile technologies and digital marketplaces can help
connect actors across the system to reduce losses, while smart packaging and food-sensing
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technologies can help food stay fresher for longer. A circular-economy approach can ensure that byproducts and waste from food systems can be repurposed and used in much higher-value products.
The use of food waste as feedstock for anaerobic digestion is preferable to dumping waste in landfill,
which results in methane emissions – one of the most damaging greenhouse gases driving climate
change. However, this approach does not address the root cause of the problem – i.e. producing too
much food in the wrong place at the wrong time.
We have also identified 12 specific innovations within these categories, which are summarised below in
Table 2. Many of these innovations combine several of the cross-cutting technologies introduced above.
Like Tesla – which didn’t invent the car, but instead improved and integrated existing technologies –
startups in the food system are combining technologies to create impactful innovations. For example,
vertical farms combine robotics, artificial intelligence and machine learning, the IoT, synthetic biology
and gene editing.
Table 2 – TThr
hree
ee categories of food-tech innovation and individual innovations within each

A. IIncr
ncrease
ease quality

B. IImpr
mprove
ove methods

C. R
Reduce
educe waste

Precision

New F
Foods
oods

Supply C
Chain
hain

• Robotics and
automation

• Plant-based food alternatives
• Cultured and lab-grown food

• Farm-management
software and sensing

• Food sensing and
processing
• Food preservation
and smart packaging
• Renewable coldstorage

Protection

New F
Farms
arms

Mark
arketplaces
etplaces / mobile
ser
services
vices

• Gene editing
• Microbiome
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• Controlled environment
agriculture and vertical farms

• Digital marketplaces

technologies for crops
and soil
• Biological-based crop
protection

Although this list is not exhaustive, it aims to illustrate the transformative potential of innovations in food
and agriculture across the supply chain. It’s also important to note that although many of these
innovations offer significant opportunities to improve the way we produce, distribute and consume food,
many are in their early phases; in some cases further research is needed to identify their true potential,
as well as any unintended consequences they may bring. No one technology presents a single perfect
solution. The task for policymakers is to work out how to make the most suitable technologies work to
achieve the greatest impact, while minimising any risks.
The following section highlights the strengths of each of these innovations to deliver against the three
policy goals. It also considers any weaknesses as well as future opportunities and challenges they present.

Food and Agriculture Innovations: The Current State of Play
Building the best possible future food system is likely to require embracing some, if not all, of these
innovations. But there are challenges to maximising their potential. The risks that come with scaling up
these technologies must be addressed to enable positive impact across policy goals.
First and foremost, we must ensure that proper scientific research is conducted. And we must consider
the impact that new technologies could have on our food system today, as well as the impact that they
could have for years to come. There may be some unforeseen outcomes that we should attempt to
anticipate now.
Table 3 summarises some of the wider impacts of these innovations. The questions we consider include:
• What are the key strengths of the innovation area?
• What are the current limitations?
• What opportunities could be created if this technology was scaled up? What opportunities are there
to advance this area of innovation further and how could this have a greater impact?
• What are the possible negative implications of scaling the technology up further? What are the
trade-offs?
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Table 3 – S
State
tate of play for innovations

View a full screen, accessible version of this table

A more detailed analysis of the innovations can be found in the annex
Each of the innovation areas set out in Table 3 has its own strengths and weaknesses and presents both
opportunities and risks. We have identified some areas within Table 3 (highlighted in red) that warrant
attention from policymakers. These areas are discussed in more detail in the next section.

A Deep Dive Into Innovations: Opportunities and Challenges for Policy
Precision: S
Str
trengths
engths
Precision agriculture is an approach to farm management that uses technology to ensure that crops – at
a subfield or even individual plant level – and soil receive exactly what they need for optimum health and
productivity. For example, satellite imagery and sensors can help pinpoint the exact amount of fertiliser
and water needed by a crop and link equipment that is designed to apply variable rates of inputs.
Specialised agribots can tend to crops – taking care of weeding, fertilising and harvesting. This approach
is made possible by the revolution in data available to the farmer.
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The concept of precision agriculture has been around for a while, and although advances in technology
present significant opportunities to come, technologies exist today that can deliver significant benefits
across policy goals. Compared to other technologies, the trade-offs and unintended consequences are
limited. Precision-farming techniques stand to benefit every farm in every country.
• Envir
vironmen
onment:
t: More precise and accurate farming methods can lead to more accurate selection and
breeding of varieties and species, and better application of inputs such as water, crop protection and
fertilisers. In turn this can help to reduce inefficiencies and waste and save scarce resources.
Precision-farming methods also offer an opportunity to regenerate the soil through reduced use of
harmful chemicals and mechanisation. For example, robots allow re-aeration of the soil when they
replace traditional heavy tractors, which reduces soil erosion.
• Health: Increasing evidence shows that declining soil health is also directly affecting human health,
and as precision agriculture can help regenerate the soil, it can also help to increase the nutritional
value of foods. Soil fertility is directly correlated with the nutrient content of food crops, and over
the past 50 years there has been a significant decline in the amounts of protein, calcium, iron,
riboflavin and vitamin C in conventionally grown fruits and vegetables. Humans require around 60
minerals for optimal health, but only eight minerals are available in a meaningful quantity in most of
the food we eat today. Precision agriculture can also have positive impacts on health by contributing
to both food security and safety as a result of increased productivity and using fewer harmful
chemicals.
• Econom
conomy:
y: Given the small amount that farmers receive for their products, many see cost-reduction
and more intensive farming methods as the only way to run their businesses profitably. Using
precision-farming technologies to guide farmers’ use of inputs and tools enables them to significantly
increase productivity, reduce farm operating costs and save time, while also farming more
sustainably. Nesta has predicted that precision-farming methods could increase the income of an
average farm by 20 per cent in the UK. Small family-run farms in particular stand to benefit.
Automation can also help with a declining and ageing workforce in the farming sector (the average
age of a UK farmer is 58, while in Japan it is around 70).
Precision: W
Weaknesses
eaknesses
The data challenge: Modern farms can collect a potentially huge amount of data. For example, sensors
can measure many variables such as moisture levels in the soil, while weather data can be obtained from
weather stations. Used effectively, data can offer valuable insights and help farmers make important
decisions, such as when to spray fertiliser. The challenge is putting this data to good use by interpreting it
properly and using it to create useful insights for farmers.
Here we point out three key factors holding back the effective use of data in farming: interoperability
standards, ownership and security, and bandwidth constraints. Policymakers have a role to play in terms
of setting and supporting appropriate data infrastructure and standards.
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• Interoperability standards: To be most useful, data from multiple sources including public data,
machine and sensor data, and other privately held data needs to be integrated. Yet too often smart
farming systems and machinery lack interoperability. This means farmers have to manually input
data, which in turn prevents valuable production gains.
• Ownership and security: Currently, a lack of transparency and clarity around issues such as data
ownership and sovereignty, as well as privacy, means that many farmers are reluctant to share data,
and countries seek to maintain local data hosting. Most of the useful farm data produced is currently
in the hands of the private sector, meaning there is a risk companies could decide to take potentially
market-distorting actions. The role of government is to make sure that data sharing happens in a way
that increases efficiency and equity.
• Bandwidth constraints: Farming is currently a distinctly rural enterprise, and many rural areas still
lack access to the internet and power. Taking digital farming mainstream will require more energy,
faster networks, and strong and reliable internet signals.
Lack of knowledge and capital: Precision-farming methods are also often constrained by capital and the
knowledge/skills required to operate the technology. Farmers require training to embrace even simple
sensor, drone and satellite technologies. This is partly why uptake of precision-farming technologies has
been low, despite the economic benefits for farmers. For example, in parts of Africa, lower rates of
literacy have meant that technology has caught on more slowly.
Key tak
takea
eaways
ways for policymak
policymakers:
ers:
• Precision-farming technologies that exist today have the potential to deliver significant benefits
in both developed and developing countries.
• Precision-agriculture technologies represent a missed opportunity in many countries.
Governments can support precision-farming practices and tools to make their economies more
resilient post Covid-19.
• Many precision-farming technologies are already on the market. But asking farmers to adopt
new techniques requires capital for equipment, training, new infrastructure and improved
compatibility between hardware and software. Policymakers will need to consider how to
effectively support this transition.

Protection: TThr
hreats/R
eats/Risks
isks
Innovations in seeds, fertilisers and crop protection have multiple benefits. For example, gene editing
presents new opportunities for the way crops are produced and improved – it has the potential to boost
yields, increase disease resistance, improve taste and nutritional value, and tackle allergens. Unlike
genetic modification, gene editing is based on a natural process.
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Biological-based crop protection can eliminate pests while addressing the environmental challenges of
using chemicals. Harnessing the plant and soil microbiome through technologies and smarter micro
treatments could potentially revolutionise agriculture by increasing productivity, quality, and improving
environmental outcomes.
However, food and agriculture protection technologies also raise some challenges and risks that
policymakers should engage with now.
The challenges facing micr
microbiome
obiome technologies: Microbes play a beneficial role in agricultural
environments. For example, they can turn nitrogen from the air into soluble nitrates that can act as
natural fertiliser. Advances in agricultural biotechnology are helping us to understand and exploit these
microbes for beneficial outcomes. We may, for example, be able to reduce the use of chemicals in
farming and increase sustainable production. Indigo Ag’s technology identifies beneficial microbes and
combines them to develop seed treaters. This means crops are better protected and can withstand harsh
environments.
However, although there has been an enormous leap in microbiome research – enabled by rapidsequencing technologies – and some of this has resulted in practical innovations, research is still at an
early stage.
New approaches being explored include managing environmental conditions to promote microbiome
diversity, using synthetic biology to design microbiomes with a particular function, and developing
diagnostics, predictive models and biomarkers with applications like monitoring the health of water
sources and soil. Harnessing the growing body of knowledge on microbiomes is expected to generate new
ways to revolutionise agriculture, such as increasing nutrient availability and improving soil structure.
However, microbiomes are extremely complicated, and complex interactions occur between and within
microbiomes and their hosts and environments. As a result, limited research has been translated into new
ideas and practical solutions for farmers. A key challenge for research is to understand the
communication molecules used by plants or microbes. There is also a need for more progress in the
methods used to analyse ecological conditions.
There have been some moves in the right direction by governments. In 2016, the White House launched
the US microbiome initiative to enhance innovation and commercialisation, of which crop and soil
microbiomes are a core component. The EU Commission launched the Bioeconomy Forum in 2016, and
harnessing microbiomes for food and nutritional security is a key programme topic.
Con
onfr
fron
onting
ting the risks of gene editing: Gene editing involves making slight changes to a plant’s existing
genes and is considered by many scientists to be as safe as traditional plant-breeding techniques.
CRISPR is one type of gene-editing technology that holds great potential. Gene editing through
CRISPR can help increase yield, improve the nutritional value of crops and increase resilience to
extreme weather patterns.
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Gene editing differs from genetic modification (GM), which has previously received backlash from
consumers. It is widely accepted that gene editing through CRISPR is cheaper, faster, simpler and safer
than GM technology. Table 4 provides a comparison of the two techniques.
However, any technology that interferes with nature is not completely immune from unintended
consequences, and gene editing has raised environmental, human health and ethical concerns. Some
researchers claim that new genetic-engineering techniques such as CRISPR could cause “genetic
havoc”.
As a result, some experts have argued that gene editing in the US has escaped necessary regulation. On
the other hand, the EU’s high court ruled that gene-edited plants should be regulated in the same way as
GMOs were in 2018, causing confusion among many plant scientists. But the EU’s new Farm to Fork
Strategy acknowledges that new biotechnologies may play a role in increasing sustainability and states
that, in response to requests from member states, the Commission will look into the benefits of new
genomic techniques.
Despite all this, there are now over a million geneticists worldwide working with CRISPR technology, and
it’s essential that the right kind of regulation keeps pace with developments in the technology. Rather
than updating or adapting existing, outdated regulations, regulators should consider starting fresh to
design regulation that is truly fit for 21st-century technologies like gene editing.
Table 4 – A comparison between GMO
GMOss and gene editing

Gene editing

Process

• Involves making slight
changes to existing
genes in a plant or
animal (just a few DNA
letters)
• Doesn’t transfer genes
from one organisism to
another
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GMO
GMOss

• Involves transfer of entire genes
or groups of genes from one
species to another
• This artificial manipulation would
not happen in nature

Advan
dvantages
tages

• CRISPR is cheaper,
more precision and
faster than traditional
genetic modification

• Considered to be safe, as
it imitates the process of
Safety
implications

• N/A

• Many GM foods are on the
market, having deemed to be safe

mutation on which crop
breeding has always

by regulators. However, public
perception remains a barrier to

depended

acceptance.

• Could pose a threat if
used irresponsibly

Ethical
implications

• The same technologies
used to create geneedited foods could be
used for ither potentially
damaging uses

• Can disrupt natural biodiversity
and impact ecosystems

Source: Team Analysis, National Geographic

Key tak
takea
eaways
ways for policymak
policymakers:
ers:
• Microbiome technologies could hold enormous potential and therefore warrant more research.
Links will need to be made between different disciplines such as food, agriculture, the
environment, health and research, and policymaking must take a joined-up approach.
• It’s crucial that research and regulations keep pace with developments in genetic engineering.
More research is needed to understand the implications of both CRISPR and other engineering
techniques.
• Public acceptance will be key to the success of crop-protection technologies. GM foods
became an object of controversy in both the EU and US and new food protection technologies
could raise similar concerns. The risks need to be properly assessed and regulation needs to be
approached with absolute transparency to avoid public backlash.
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New F
Farms:
arms: W
Weaknesses
eaknesses
Vertical farming involves growing crops in vertically stacked layers in an indoor environment under
carefully controlled conditions. Vertical farms require a range of technologies to function, such as LEDs,
rotating beds, ventilation systems, cameras and sensors, and automated and autonomous mechatronics.
Vertical farming has multiple advantages: It means more can be produced in less space; it offers a means
of guaranteeing yield irrespective of the weather; it significantly reduces the inputs required (such as
fertilisers, pesticides and water); and it doesn’t disturb animals and trees, so is better for biodiversity.
Some vertical-farming companies claim food can be produced with better nutritional value. Vertical
farming makes it possible to grow food within a short distance of where it is consumed, reducing the
distance needed to get the food from “farm to plate” and reducing its carbon footprint.
However, in its current form, vertical farming also has some weaknesses:
• It rrequir
equires
es lar
large
ge amoun
amounts
ts of ener
energy:
gy: Although vertical farming uses less water and fewer nutrients
than traditional farming, it is very energy intensive, largely due to the use of supplementary lights like
LEDs, and climate control. It’s estimated that vertical farming takes between 20 and 176 kWh per kg
or more to grow crops than in greenhouses. If this energy doesn’t come from renewable sources,
vertical farming could have a negative environmental impact.
• The unit economics rremains
emains uncertain: Some have questioned the commercial viability of vertical
farming on a large scale. The start-up costs are incredibly high compared to traditional farming, and
the current cost of providing lighting, heating, water and labour could outweigh the benefits from the
output. As a result, vertical farms to date have been most effective at growing leafy vegetables and
high-value herbs. Slower-growing vegetables are not yet profitable in a vertical farming system.
However, it’s likely that innovations in the infrastructure (like automation, lighting and temperature
controls) could bring down the power and space costs. Or – as the companies Bayer and Temasek are
doing – it’s possible to upgrade the “software” (or the biology of the crops) with tools like CRISPR, so
they are more successful in vertical-farming environments.
The venture-capital model is unlikely to be sufficient to fund vertical farming on a large scale. To scale up
vertical farms so they can produce significantly increased output, the capital expenditure will be
enormous. Governments are likely to need to play a major role in supporting the infrastructure required
to make vertical farming feasible at scale.
Key tak
takea
eaways
ways for policymak
policymakers:
ers:
• More research and data are needed to assess the feasibility of vertical farming as well as its
ability to sustainably feed the world at scale. In particular, we should consider how much energy
consumption is required to run vertical farms in different locations and how the environmental
impacts compare to traditional farming methods.
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• Policymakers should consider what new technologies are needed to make vertical farming
economically viable, and whether the benefits of this method could justify large-scale
government support in the form of funding and infrastructure.
• As vertical farms are likely to be placed in cities, countries should think about how they might
be integrated into urban planning, how to ensure inclusiveness and what their impact might be
on rural food supply chains.

New F
Foods:
oods: O
Opportunities
pportunities
The production and consumption of animal products (mainly meat) has an enormous impact on the
environment. Academic analysis shows it will be impossible for a global population of 10 billion to
consume the amount and type of protein typical of current diets in North America and Europe if we
want to achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and meet the requirements set out in
the Paris Agreement on climate change.
As a result, experts have advocated for a major shift in global diets away from meat and dairy. Yet
although sustainable diets are on the rise in parts of the developed world, the global consumption of meat
is expected to increase as the global population grows and people in developing countries move up the
income ladder. Addressing this through policy is a key necessity to reverse the trend across all
continents.
However, even if it is desirable, it is not realistic to expect the whole world to radically change their diets.
What we can do is radically change the way protein is produced to address the soaring demand for
affordable, high-quality proteins without the high environmental cost. This is what several innovative
companies are doing by developing alternative protein sources.
There are different types of alternative proteins:
• Plan
lantt pr
protein
otein is the most well-established alternative protein category.
• Insect pr
protein
otein has been hailed as an environmentally friendly, alternative protein source.
• Cultur
ultured
ed or cultivated meat is animal meat that is produced by growing cells outside the bodies of
animals. It’s not yet on the market but could reach the high-end market over the next five years.
• Lab-gr
Lab-grown
own foods/ingr
foods/ingredien
edients
ts and pr
precision
ecision fermen
fermentation
tation enable the programming of
microorganisms to produce complex organic molecules such as proteins.
In 2019, the market base for alternative protein was approximately $2.2 billion compared with a global
meat market of $1.7 trillion. Alternative proteins are likely to have to be competitive in price, taste and
convenience before they can compete with conventionally produced animal protein. But if scaled up,
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alternative proteins present an opportunity to solve some of the world’s most pressing challenges. These
include:
• Impr
mproving
oving en
envir
vironmen
onmental
tal outcomes and rreducing
educing the thr
threats
eats posed by climate change: Livestock
accounts for around 15 per cent of greenhouse gas emissions and use more than one-quarter of the
planet’s ice-free surface. A recent report showed that the biggest dairy companies in the world have
the same combined greenhouse gas emissions as the UK. Studies show that replacing conventional
meat with plant-based meat substantially reduced every environmental impact measured. The Good
Food Institute states that plant-based meat uses 47 to 99 per cent less land, it emits 30 to 90 per
cent less greenhouse gas, uses 72 to 99 per cent less water, and causes 51 to 91 per cent less aquatic
nutrient pollution. As it requires fewer natural resources than conventional meat, a move to
alternative proteins also reduces deforestation and biodiversity loss.
Alternative proteins can also act as feedstock for livestock or fish. Worldwide, currently 35 per cent of
crop production is allocated to animal feed. In developed countries, this figure is nearly 60 per cent.
Using land in this way is extremely inefficient; for every 100 calories of grain we feed animals, we only
get 12 calories of chicken, or 3 calories of beef. Farming insects is also a beneficial alternative for animal
feed: It is estimated that it requires 50 to 90 per cent less land than conventional agriculture per
kilogram of protein and could reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the livestock industry by 50 per
cent by 2050.
Insects can also be served as human food, and can feed on food waste, although there is still some work
to be done on insects for human consumption at a policy level. UK-based startup Better Origin has
created a technology that converts insects into viable products – known as insect-based bioconversion. It
tackles the twin challenges of food security and waste, and cuts carbon emissions.
• Impr
mproving
oving nutrition: Protein is an essential component of a nutritious diet, yet a large percentage of
the global population is either malnourished or obese/overweight. In August 2020, the Stanford
University School of Medicine published the first significant study to directly compare the nutritional
value of plant-based meat to animal-based meat. It found that consuming plant-based meat led to a
statistically significant positive impact on bad cholesterol and weight.
• Mitigating the rise of an
antibiotic-r
tibiotic-resistan
esistantt in
infections:
fections: Antibiotic resistance is one of the most critical
health concerns of our time. One of the main causes of antibiotic resistance is the rise in antibiotics
being given to animals slaughtered for food. For example, in the US, more than 70 per cent of
medically relevant antibiotics are used in animal agriculture. Antibiotics can cause bacteria to adapt
and become resistant, which also affects human medicine. Plant-based and lab-grown proteins
require no antibiotics, so minimise this impact.
• Incr
ncreasing
easing food security: Covid-19 has exposed the vulnerabilities of our current food system.
Alternative proteins can help create a supply chain that is much more secure, efficient and resilient.
Furthermore, as the rate of innovation in the alternative-protein sector increases, these products will
become more accessible to emerging markets such as Africa and can continue to provide a cheaper
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alternative to traditional protein sources.
• Creating new jobs in the gr
green
een industr
industry:
y: There are clear economic incentives for countries that
encourage innovation in the alternative protein market: New market opportunities will arise, and new
jobs will be created. The Breakthrough Institute estimates that by 2030, the alternative protein
industry can create 200,000 jobs in the US, while also significantly reducing emissions. For
countries that already have world-leading expertise in these technologies, there are also questions
about how to expand their use around the world, and how agricultural, environmental and
development policy will work in unison.
Although private investment in alternative protein startups has soared in recent years, there is still a role
for governments to help drive alternative proteins to scale. The Good Food Institute claims that public
funding is needed to “spur new knowledge and technical innovation”. Table 5 shows how governments
have the capability to both encourage and stifle innovation in the alternative-protein sector through
investment and regulation.
Table 5 – G
Global
lobal policies rrelating
elating to alternative pr
proteins
oteins and their impact on innovation

Coun
ountr
tryy/

Policy

Region

Singapor
ingaporee

Singapore has become an innovation hub for alternative proteins. It is
investing S$144 million in its Food Story R&D Programme, which
includes research for cell-based meat

Positive
impact on
innovation

Singapore is also taking steps to become the first country to give
regulatory approval to cultivated meats

Japan

In June 2020, Japan announced that its Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries Ministry would draw up rules for artificially produced foodstuffs
using advanced technologies

Denmark

Denmark is considering proposals for imposing a red meat tax.
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France

In April 2018, the French National Assembly passed an amendment to
the country’s Rural Code, prohibiting the use of meat terms to describe
plant-based foods.

Mississippi, In 2019 Mississippi introduced a law criminalising terms like “veggie
US

burger” and “vegan hot dog”.

Negative
impact on
innovation

Source: TBI analysis

Key tak
takea
eaways
ways for policymak
policymakers:
ers:
• If more people ate alternative proteins instead of conventionally produced meat, it could deliver
huge benefits to the environment and economy. But alternative proteins still only hold a small
proportion of the market share.
• Developed-country governments should strongly consider investing to advance alternative
protein research and development, as well as policy and advocacy for consumer acceptance.
• Policymakers should work with industry and innovators to take a proactive rather than reactive
approach to novel food regulation.

New F
Foods
oods and N
New
ew F
Farms:
arms: TThr
hreats/R
eats/Risks
isks
Food and agriculture innovations offer a major opportunity to change our food system for the better, and
any government that fails to support the modern food industry risks falling behind and remaining
vulnerable to the impacts of climate change and pandemics. A move towards a technology-driven food
system will also create many more jobs. But new technologies could pose a risk of inadvertently
threatening traditional agriculture, cultural practices and rural communities in the long-term. Managing
this transition responsibly will be a significant political challenge.
Skills and employmen
employment:
t: The transition to a food system that embraces technologies will create new jobs,
but it will also threaten existing jobs in traditional agriculture. In the UK, our current food system
provides one in seven people with jobs. In Kenya, the livestock subsector employs 50 per cent of
agricultural labour and has the highest employment multiplier. There are around 450 to 500 million
smallholder farmers globally. Inevitably, as innovations gain a greater presence in the food system, the
nature of employment will change too. A report by the think tank RethinkX has predicted that demand
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for cow products will have fallen by 70 per cent by 2030, which would bankrupt the US cattle industry.
Professor Tim Benton, research director at Chatham House, has previously said the meat industry faced
the same risks as the fossil fuel industry. Goldman Sachs has ranked livestock alongside coal as one of the
two most precarious commodities.
The threat to jobs appears slightly less significant when considering that today, fewer people work on the
land than ever before. In 1900 around 41 per cent of America’s labour force worked on a farm; now the
proportion is below 2 per cent. And there is a similar (but less marked) picture in less developed
countries, as the share of city-dwellers continues to increase. Meanwhile in Britain, Brexit is likely to
make it difficult for farms to access labour from Europe, strengthening the case for increased
automation and higher-tech farming methods. It’s also increasingly likely that traditional farming will
become less sustainable as farmers find it harder to make a profit in the face of severe weather, climate
change and declining soil fertility.
Innovations like vertical farming and alternative proteins will provide new jobs, but the skillset for the
modern farm is likely to be significantly different to today’s. For example, vertical farming may create
new career opportunities for technologists and project managers and may provide new jobs in
engineering, biochemistry and biotechnology. There could also be a major opportunity for many workers
in the Western world to retrain in regions where manufacturing and associated jobs are hollowing out.
Some of the innovations set out in this paper will enable countries to have greater self-sufficiency when
it comes to food production. However, this could create knock-on effects for other countries. For
example, vertical farming is designed to grow food where it is to be eaten. There is no export model,
meaning countries with vertical farms may not need to import crops or vegetables from other countries.
There’s a possibility that this may widen the wealth gap.
Cultur
ulturee and community: Farming is central to our rural communities, with family farms making up 90
per cent of the world’s farms, including in North America and Europe. For many people, farming is not
just a form of employment but a way of life. The fisheries challenge resulting from Brexit has been
politically sensitive, yet fishing is only a small part of the economy and will have a relatively low impact.
New technologies in the food system could potentially affect millions of people and therefore poses a
much greater political challenge.
Policymakers have a duty to encourage this transition responsibly. There are trade-offs that governments
should start planning for now.
Key tak
takea
eaways
ways for policymak
policymakers:
ers:
• Novel methods for producing foods such as vertical farming and lab-grown foods could pose a
risk to traditional agriculture, and the possible impacts should be anticipated by policymakers
now.
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• As we embrace new technologies, new types of jobs will be created. But the skillset for the
modern farm is likely to be significantly different to today’s.
• The pace of technological advancement will also require policy solutions to avoid social
breakdown. Agricultural-transition funds and retraining schemes are tools policymakers may
consider to prevent some workers from losing out.
• Farmers with appropriate land could be offered financial incentives to grow the culture medium
used to produce alternative proteins. Some farmers could be paid to rewild land, and farmers
heavily reliant on livestock agriculture could be retrained in urban farming. For those who
cannot adapt, help in the form of debt-relief programmes should be considered.

Digital M
Mark
arketplaces
etplaces and M
Mobile
obile S
Ser
ervices:
vices: S
Str
trengths
engths
New digital marketplaces have been developed to address a range of market needs in agriculture, such as
global and regional access for suppliers, and greater traceability and price transparency for customers.
Covid-19 has also highlighted the need to have a resilient food supply chain. In 2019, 4 per cent of total
investment in the agri-foodtech space was invested in agribusiness marketplaces. Startups offer a range
of products, such as trading platforms to facilitate sale, leasing and rental of machinery and equipment,
business-to-business procurement of food or equipment, and better access to finance and insurance
products for farmers.
Mobile technologies and digital marketplaces improve both economic and environmental outcomes, yet
delivering on these outcomes requires infrastructure and connectivity, affordability and digital literacy.
• Economic opportunities: At scale, digital platforms can reduce the costs associated with buying and
selling goods. For example, they can link agricultural businesses to a large market of buyers, often
bypassing or at least reducing the disproportionate share of profits taken by intermediaries. They also
make it easier for farmers to plan, and increase the likelihood of a reliable income, meaning farmers
can invest in other productive activities. These platforms are particularly beneficial in the developing
world; a study in Zambia showed that hiring tractor services leads to higher farm profits. As Africa’s
population is expected to grow and the demand for food and jobs increases, these platforms are likely
to play an increasing role.
• Envir
vironmen
onmentt opportunities: By increasing efficiency and optimising resource use, the uptake of
digital and mobile services has positive environmental impacts. For example, there is the potential to
reduce price dispersions across markets, reduce oversupply and lower food loss and waste.
Key tak
takea
eaways
ways for policymak
policymakers:
ers:
• Digital marketplaces can significantly improve social and economic outcomes for farmers, as
well as help to reduce waste, especially in the developing world and emerging economies.
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• Encouraging the development and adoption of digital tools and mobile services is likely to
require investment to improve basic digital infrastructure, literacy and affordability.

Recognising Limitations
Although food technologies offer many opportunities, they are not a panacea. We must not use food
technologies to detract from other important issues in our food system that require different solutions.
One critique of some new food technologies is that while they often help increase the efficiency of
production, the lack of access to food is actually due to uneven distribution, and therefore simply
producing more food will not allow us to improve food security for marginalised groups.
It has also been argued that a focus on high-tech solutions may lock us into or reinforce sub-optimal
production methods. For example, although precision farming can enable more precise application of
agro-chemicals, it merely results in making an intrinsically damaging approach less harmful. For this
reason, it is important to take a broad look at the food system as a whole, and work out which innovations
are most effective in which circumstances. Some technologies may only be appropriate once the basic
building blocks of efficient crop production are in place, particularly in developing countries.
Although food technologies can make a meaningful impact, they often won’t offer perfect solutions. The
key task for policymakers, innovators, scientists and investors is to come together to work out how to
deploy and scale food technologies in the right way to have the greatest positive impact.
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Getting From Opportunity to Reality Requires
Progressive Actions
benefits of adopting a technology-first strategy for the food system are clear. Yet, many food
technologies are untested at scale. How we develop and deploy these technologies is key.
In the last decade, through a mixture of funding early-stage energy science and tech R&D, and a
breadth of state and national subsidies and incentives, clean-energy technologies have become
increasingly attractive to the entire world.
We now need a similar transition in our food system. With the right technology stack, we have the
potential to transform the industry from top to bottom, improving choice and creating wider multiplier
effects and increased standards of living for people all over the world.
This section considers each innovation’s chances of scaling. It looks at the certainty of scaling to benefit
the global population, the likely time-horizon and the main barriers to implementation.

Measuring the Impact and Certainty of Innovations
Although food and agriculture innovations offer significant opportunities, there is no guarantee that they
will be scaled up at sufficient pace to deliver on their full potential.
Typically, large-scale transformations of sectors are slow. To date, innovation in the food and agtech
sector has typically been incremental rather than transformational. In 2018, food production ranked last
in terms of adopting digital technologies; digital penetration was 0.3 per cent compared to 12 per cent in
retail. And even though it is catching up, many innovations are still not yet available on a large scale.
Figure 3 assesses the relative certainty and likely time-horizon for each innovation to be developed,
commercialised and scaled.
It also evaluates the relative contribution of each innovation to achieve the three policy goals when
scaled. It distinguishes those technologies with high certainty, which could be deployed now, and those
which are longer-term and less certain, and therefore may warrant higher-risk investment and R&D.
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FROM OPPORTUNIT
OPPORTUNITY
Y TTO
O REALIT
REALITY
Y

Applying technology for the greater good is one of the most important challenges of our time. The

Figur
iguree 3 – M
Measuring
easuring the impact
impact** and certain
certainty
ty of innovations

Source: TBI Team analysis. * Impact refers to the contribution of the technology to policy goals if scaled up (environment, economy
and health). This is based on a qualitative assessment. More details are provided in the annex.

Policymakers should pay attention to the promising technologies and innovations that could have an
impact today, as well as those that could transform our food system in the future.

Removing Barriers and Accelerating Progress
Without action – most likely from a whole range of actors – there is a significant risk that many
transformative technologies won’t be implemented responsibly at sufficient scale or pace. To make these
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technologies work for everyone, everywhere, we need a better understanding of the challenges, how to
overcome them and who is responsible.
Technologies can be categorised depending on their stage of development: There are those that can be
deployed, those that should be scaled and those that must be proved (or are still in discovery or
development). The factors that are preventing progress for each of these groups generally differ.
Although there are many factors that may be holding back progress, here we set out some of the main
challenges.
Harnessing the opportunities presented by these innovations will be partly in the hands of policymakers.
But it’s also likely that several actors across multiple countries will need to come together to overcome
these challenges, including (but not limited to) farmers, producers, retailers, tech companies, investors,
entrepreneurs, academics and scientists.
Deploymen
eploymentt
The first task for policymakers is to work out how to successfully deploy the high-certainty, short-term
innovations, such as plant-based meat and precision-agriculture technologies. Progress in these
technologies is generally held back by vested interests and a lack of demand.
Vested IInnter
terests
ests
Some actors in the food system may have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. This in turn can
prevent progressive policy in relation to food and agriculture technology. For example:
• There could be tensions between new farming initiatives and farmers using older methods, who may
consider those promoting new farming initiatives a threat.
• Misplaced incentives in large parts of the world contribute to environmental damage in food systems.
EAT-Lancet published a report that cites “decades of policy failure” to blame for slow progress in
food systems. It notes that policy responses to the joint challenges of obesity, undernutrition and
climate change have been unacceptably slow due to reluctance of policymakers to implement
effective policies and opposition by vested commercial interests.
• A report from the Food and Land Use Coalition shows that just 1 per cent of the $700 billion a year
given to farmers is used to benefit the environment. Instead, much of the total promotes highemissions cattle production, forest destruction and pollution from the overuse of fertiliser.
• The US government spends up to $38 billion each year subsidising the meat and dairy industries,
which creates an uneven playing field for plant-based alternatives.
• There could be tensions and sometimes trade-related restrictions between existing national
regulatory authorities and systems that are designed for current farming methods.
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Demand
For food technologies to be deployed, there will need to be adequate demand from consumers,
producers and farmers. Consumer acceptance of a technology can depend on a number of factors, such
as the perceived ease of use of the technology, the perceived usefulness, and attitude towards use. Takeup on a large scale will require technologies to be more affordable, practical and efficient than incumbent
techniques or products. However:
• Some consumers are critical or sceptical of new technologies in food. For example, perceptions
around plant-based and cultured meat are varied, although these alternative proteins are gaining
increasing acceptance. There are also companies exploring opportunities to create foods that suit
certain consumer taste palettes. For example, Singapore-based company AI Palette is using artificial
intelligence to help food companies better understand consumer trends and validate product
concepts.
• Outcomes from the UK’s net-zero Climate Assembly showed people expressed strong concerns
about food grown in labs.
• Plant-based meat has not yet reached cost parity with conventional meat, and despite a growing
interest in sustainable eating in some parts of the world from conscious consumers, these people only
make up a minority. The challenge for alternative proteins and lab-grown foods will be to create a
product which is competitive in price, convenience and taste. Tesla hasn’t become successful because
of consumer demand for sustainability, but because it created a better product. The food and
agriculture industry must to do the same by appealing to its end users – whether that’s farmers,
consumers or retailers.
• Ethical concerns and perceived risks around certain technologies also play a negative role. Some
consumers view foods produced with technologies as having higher risk when compared to organic or
“natural” food. Consumers may also reject new technologies due to perceptions on food safety.
• The adoption of technologies by farmers (such as robotics and automation) is often constrained by
their ability to pay for the technology and their ability to easily operate the technology. In some
cases there is a lack of farmer trust and acceptance.
Scale
Medium-term, medium-certainty innovations should be responsibly scaled. This is currently mostly being
prevented by a lack of risk capital, and infrastructure and inputs such as energy.
Lack of R
Risk
isk C
Capital
apital
Investments in food and agriculture technologies have the potential for an extremely high return for
society as a whole: They can solve both sustainability and health challenges and create new economic
opportunities. However, investments in some of the early-stage technologies required to scale up
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innovations are also high risk. This has meant that, although investments have increased over time, there
has generally been a limited appetite to fund some of these technologies. For example:
• Research from WEF shows that there has been $14 billion in investments in 1,000 food systemsfocused startups since 2010, whereas health care attracted $145 billion in investment in 18,000
startups during the same period.
• Many food-systems technology innovations fail to reach any meaningful scale.
It’s likely that government intervention will be required to fund academic and basic R&D of innovations
that are not yet ready to bring to market, and some of the patient long-term capital needed for food
technologies to succeed. Doing this successfully will require much better shared knowledge of which
innovations work best in which contexts.
Infrastructur
frastructuree and IInputs
nputs
Scaling up food technologies requires infrastructure and inputs such as energy. In some cases, this is seen
as a barrier to scaling them up. For example:
• Most of the technologies set out in this report require internet access to work effectively.
Sometimes a lack of internet connectivity can act as a barrier to farmers adopting technologies. For
example, internet connectivity issues in developing countries can mean that wireless precisionfarming tools like sensors don’t operate properly.
• The high energy requirements of vertical farming are expensive and mean that it is currently
confined to high-value crops. If renewable energy sources are not used to meet this need, vertical
farming could have a high environmental footprint.
• Currently, it is not cost-effective or a good use of land to install enough solar panels to run an entire
farm, but if efficiencies come into play, this could change in the future.
• Some innovations – like vertical farms and insect farms – will require massive capital for
infrastructure, which will likely need government intervention to deliver.
Proof
Low-certainty, longer-term innovations need to be properly proved before they can be scaled and
deployed. These innovations are most commonly held back by regulatory burdens and a lack of basic
science and R&D.
Regulator
egulatoryy B
Bur
urdens
dens
Well-thought-through regulation is key to innovation in food systems. The right regulations are also key
to ensuring that food and agricultural technologies are deployed responsibly and are constantly
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improving. However, outdated, lengthy or overly complicated regulation could prevent innovation (in
some cases, it already is). For example:
• Regulation that is uncertain or difficult to navigate can reduce startup success.
• The US Food & Drug Administration has previously been criticised for not providing more guidelines
for food technology companies on what is acceptable and what is not.
• New legislation has been passed in some jurisdictions that prevents companies using the term “meat”
for anything other than conventionally raised meat. This could prevent innovation in the alternativeprotein market.
• Different regulatory frameworks in different countries could present a barrier to cooperation to
advance innovations and a barrier to global trade.
Basic S
Science
cience and R&D
Making these innovations work at scale demands a very large stack of technologies. Some of the
technologies and breakthroughs in science required to make these innovations work commercially at
scale are currently not available or are still in development. For example:
• Despite the concept being proved, cultured meat is not yet commercially available, and must
overcome significant technical challenges before it can hope to become price competitive with
conventional animal products. Some of the technical challenges relate to how to source the cells to
form the tissue. Other challenges include developing the tissue scaffolds needed to support the
growth of the cells, and to engineer the specialised bioreactors needed to scale up production.
• Other lab-grown and synthetic foods could be available in the future but haven’t yet been proved in
the lab.
• There has been significant underinvestment in research and technology development for crops and
livestock that are important to farmers in low-income contexts.
• The interactions between human and environmental microbiomes is an emerging area of research,
but one that has the potential to revolutionise agriculture.
There’s a strong case for government to fund academia and basic R&D of innovations that are not yet
ready to bring to market. ARPA-E in the US has played a positive role in identifying revolutionary
advances in applied sciences and translating them into technological innovations.
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Conclusion: Policy Questions to Address
New and emerging food and agriculture technologies offer the opportunity to make the world a
significantly better place, and a radically different vision for our food system is now much closer to
must be addressed for them to scale up responsibly. Our future food system therefore demands a new
set of answers to a new set of questions.

What Will It Take to Make These Technologies Work for Everyone, Everywhere?
1. How do we mak
makee the unit economics of food technologies work globally – not just in C
California
alifornia or
the U
UAE?
AE?
Potentially revolutionary innovations like vertical farming are not yet economically feasible on a large
scale. Furthermore, most vertical farms that currently exist are in high-income countries. But challenges
in our food system are global, and we need global solutions. If we are going to make these technologies
work for everyone, we need to work out what it will take to make the unit economics work everywhere.
It’s likely that existing technologies and components will need to fall in price and new technologies will
need to be developed.
It’s also likely that new funding models will need to be considered. It’s possible that the venture-capital
model won’t be sufficient to fund vertical farming on a large scale. To create a vertical farm which can
produce enough food to feed large populations will require substantial capital expenditure. It raises an
infrastructure question as much as a funding question, and governments are likely to need to play a major
role.
Additionally, millions of people around the world currently grow, fish or hunt food to feed their own
families. It’s far from clear how these people will get the cash to buy food produced in labs or on vertical
farms.
2. What is the rrole
ole for governmen
governmentt vs. the private sector to drive food tech to scale
scale??
It’s likely that market forces will enable some technologies to thrive, while others will require government
intervention to have a positive impact on the world. For example, investment in alternative proteins has
grown massively in the past decade. But the sector still only holds a small market share compared to the
traditional meat industry. As a result, the Good Food Institute has argued for public funding to advance
alternative protein research. Governments already spend around half a trillion dollars every year
supporting agriculture and the food system, yet this investment is not producing desirable outcomes.
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POLICY QUESTIONS

becoming a reality. However, despite the promise of these innovations, there are several challenges that

Our initial analysis suggests that scaling up food technologies necessitates far more government
intervention than already exists. Governments need to work out where intervention may be necessary to
encourage innovation, and how to create an enabling environment or “innovation ecosystem” so the
private sector can thrive.
The right regulatory system will also be key, as will a strong relationship between the public and private
sectors.
3. How can we help farmers adopt these technologies, and mak
makee technologies mor
moree attractive to
consumers
consumers??
Many of these technologies require both capital investment and training to use them effectively. This
means that, when combined with cultural inertia and sometimes low trust and awareness in technology
from farmers, uptake of technologies that already exist can be low. For example, the uptake of precisionfarming technologies globally is still fairly low. Governments must consider the kinds of interventions
required to encourage farmers to use effective technologies that already exist. This may include better
information and demonstration of the value of technologies, alongside financial support.
Similarly, there remains some consumer scepticism around many technologies like novel foods. Aside
from making these products competitive in convenience, price and taste, there may be other
interventions we can make to make them more attractive to consumers, like increasing education and
dialogue around these technologies, therefore building trust and acceptance.
4. How migh
mightt employmen
employmentt be affected? H
How
ow can we mak
makee sur
suree we cr
create
eate mor
moree winners than losers
losers??
Farming is a sector that largely takes place in rural communities. The agricultural sector employs more
than 25 per cent of the world’s working population. In the developing world four-fifths of food is
produced by smallholder farmers. Innovations such as precision farming, alternative proteins and vertical
farming are likely to change the nature of food production and therefore change the nature of work. For
example, to compete with industrial agriculture, vertical farming will need to be better at reducing the
need for human labour, which essentially means technology will have to replace human jobs. We need to
work out how to make this transition as smooth as possible so people do not lose out.
There’s also a possibility that some innovations open up the wealth gap. Vertical farming, for example, has
no export model, meaning countries with vertical farms may no longer import crops or vegetables from
other countries.
The agricultural revolution will also create new jobs and will necessitate new types of skills. Supporting
the development of new skills will be a central task for governments wanting to support the foodtechnology revolution.
5. Which technologies should be prioritised? C
Can
an and should multiple technologies work
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simultaneously
simultaneously,, or will some compete with others
others??
We need to ask ourselves what we want our future food system to look like. Is it desirable to grow most
of our food in cities in vertical farms, where it is to be eaten, or should traditional farms – made more
efficient with precision farming – still dominate? Will these approaches compete in our future food
system? And therefore, which ones should governments support? Do we want all our meat to be grown
in labs in the future, and therefore is there any role for technologies that improve the efficiency of
livestock farming? Henry Dimbleby writes in Part 1 of England’s National Food Strategy: “It seems to
me that our only real hope of creating a sustainable food system lies in diversity … if one part of the
system gets struck by disaster, the others can pick up the slack.” Indeed, the answer may well be that an
ideal future food system includes a mixture of different innovations and methods. It’s also likely that
many innovations will complement each other to create an even greater positive impact than they could
alone. Our analysis suggests that vertical farms and alternative proteins have the potential to be some of
the most transformative innovations.
These questions provide a starting point for any government that wants to grasp the opportunities
presented by innovations in the food industry.
Given the impact of our current food system on our health, the environment and our economies, and the
positive potential of these food technologies to address each of these factors, embracing new innovations
in our food system could be the single-most effective thing we can do to build a better future. This paper
should provide hope that this future is not beyond our reach.
Technology is already transforming every aspect of the world we live in; like every other part of our
economies and societies, technology will change the way we produce and consume food. But it’s up to
governments to set the direction and pace of this change. Governments should strive to get ahead and
start to build the markets of the future.
We will explore some of the issues and questions laid out in this paper over the coming months, to better
understand how to responsibly scale up transformative food technologies, and create a food system that
works for everyone, everywhere.
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small foreign
objects
requires
further
technical
improvements,
but would also
increase cost

preservation

the need for

increased food

result of

tech

chemicals

security

reduced waste

- Reduces
waste
- Biodegradable
packaging
reduces the use
of plastic

Supply chain:

- Off-grid cold

- Reduced

- Smallholder

- High initial

Renewable

storage helps

emissions

farmer incomes

cost/

cold storage

farmers reduce

means lower

are reduced by

investment.

post-harvest

pollution

at least 15 per

losses, even in

levels

cent because of

remote areas
who are not yet
connected to
road and
electricity

- Can help
increase food

post-harvest
losses

security as less

- As prices

food is wasted

usually fall
during harvest

- Food waste is

time, off-grid

the third-

cold storage

largest emitter

allows farmers

of CO2

to cut waste

globally

and get better

- Moving from
diesel-powered
generators for
cold storage to

prices which
leads to higher
productivity
and income

renewable cold
storage units
reduces
emissions
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Mark
arketplaces:
etplaces: - Potential to

- Could

- Can improve

- Internet

- Could

agri-food

reduce price

increase

small-holder

penetration

increase the

marketplaces

dispersions

quality of life

farmers’ access

rates vary in

digital divide

and e-services

across markets,

for farmers

to

the developing

and potential

mechanisation

world.

benefits

services and

Telephony

could be

reduce unit

penetration

unevenly

costs and

rates were

distributed

increase

44% in Sub-

competitiveness

Saharan Africa

reduce
oversupply and
lowering food
loss and waste

- Addresses
distribution
challenges and
can increase

- Improve

food security

access to

in vulnerable

finance and

areas

- A study in

better ways

Zambia showed

assessing

that hiring

weather,

tractor services

market, and

leads to higher

credit risk

farm profit
- Increased
access to
information
about market
prices via
mobile phone
can increase
farmers’
bargaining
power and
increase sales
- Numerous
studies have
shown that
digital financial
solutions have a
positive impact
on annual
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in 2018
compared with
a global
average of
66%.

household
income

Appendix 4: Measuring the Impact* and Certainty of Innovations
* Impact refers to the contribution of the technology to policy goals if scaled up (environment, economy and
health).

Tech

Value (1-5)

Certain
ertainty
ty

Time H
Horizon
orizon

2

Medium

Medium term

- Precision farming and the

- Market intelligence

- Today, drone

(Increase

use of robotics largely means

suggests that the global

imagery is used on

quality)

improving current farming

market revenue for

two out of every ten

methods rather than radically

agricultural robotics alone

acres in the U.S

changing methods.

will grow from $3bn in 2015

*Where a score of 5 represents
a big contribution to policy
goals and a score of 1
represents a relatively small
contribution to policy goals

Robotics and
automation

- Doesn’t reduce the amount

to $73.9bn in 2024.

-Goldman Sachs
predicts that the

of land, or deforestation

- There is huge untapped

agricultural sector will

required to feed populations

potential for UAVs or drones

be the second largest

- Doesn’t eliminate the need

- The cost of technologies

for agrichemicals

and ability of farmers to

- However, the use of
robotics and automation can

operate remain significant
barriers to uptake

user of drones in the
world in the next five
years.
- So far precision
farming has largely
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reduce (generally not

been developed in the

eliminate) the over-use of

US. There are still no

agrichemicals. It can increase

concrete plans from

productivity gains for farmers

MEPs to make it a

and leads to economic gains

reality in Europe.

- It can also help to restore
the soil and increase its
ability to store carbon
- It could also have a positive
impact on human health as
crops can take on increased
nutrients

Precision

3

High

Short term

-Collecting data offers

- Farm management

- A large number of

significant opportunities for

software can often be much

farm-management

understanding correlations in

cheaper than adopting

software platforms

nutrients, water, soil types,

robotics, meaning it is more

are on the market

(Increase

and helping to improve

likely that farmers will adopt

quality)

farming methods to be better

this software

agriculture
and farmmanagement
software

for the environment, and

management

- Many farms already use

software is expected

some type of farm-

CAGR of 16.2% from

- Has a wide range of uses,

management software,

2017 to 2025

including forecasting and

especially in the US

therefore human health

measuring profits, developing
crop plans, crop
management, labour
management
- However, precision farming
largely means improving
current farming methods
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- The global farm

-Technology is expected to
become increasingly
accessible

rather than radically
changing methods.
- Doesn’t reduce the amount
of land, or deforestation
required to feed populations
- Doesn’t eliminate the need
for agrichemicals

Gene editing

4

Medium

Medium term

(Increase

- Could have enormous

- There are some uses

- The first gene

quality)

implications for food

already

edited crop went on

systems: disease resistance,
stress tolerance, improved
feed conversion rates, better
nutritional content and
increased choice for
consumers
- Will have an increased
impact as climate change
continues to threaten food
security, as it can help to
make foods more resistant
and resilient
- Could also be used to
increase feasibility of vertical
farming (by improving crops
so they are more successful
in vertical farming
environments)

- The progress made since

the market in 2018

CRISPR was developed is

- NFU report

significant

predicts that

- There are barriers to
overcome before it can be
applied to multiple foods,
including consumer

biotechnology in food
production will be
ubiquitous in 20
years

acceptance and regulatory

- There is wide-

burdens

spread ongoing
research
- CRISPR is
relatively easy for
those with proper
training and basic lab
facilities, so is likely to
become more feasible
in developing
countries
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- The research,
development and
regulatory review
time is decreased
with gene editing

Soil health /

4

Low

Long term

- Soil health is under severe

- There is so much we still

-Some applications

threat. Harnessing the soil

don’t know about the plant

already exist. E.g. but

(Increase

and plant microbiome and

and soil microbiome. It’s

harnessing the soil

quality)

unravelling their complexity

estimated that most of the

and plant microbiome

offers huge potential for

microbial diversity still

is an emerging area of

innovation and could help to

remains to be explored. This

research

significantly reduce

has the potential to

environmental impact of

correspond to innovative

farming, improve health and

biotechnological

increase resilience to climate

developments in the field of

threats

agriculture

- We are now able to explore

- Today’s tools can tell us a

the role of microbiomes in

lot about the molecules in

agricultural systems in far

microbial communities, but

greater depth and resolution

they cannot explain the

than has been possible

function of these molecules

before. -This could be a major

and how they enable

game changer in the way we

microorganisms to work

manage the planet’s

together. Only with that

resources to obtain our food

level or understanding will we

and improve health

truly be able to harness

microbiome
technologies

microbiomes to improve food
production

- There is lots of
research going on in
understanding the
plant microbiome
- A lot remains to be
explored about the
complex relationship
between plant and
microbiome
-Scientists have
suggested that given
the complexities of
the soil microbiota
and the variety of
signal molecules they
utilise, revolutionising
agricultural
productivity with
microbiome
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technology is a midto long-term goal
-We need
incremental advances
as well as quantum
leaps

Biological-

3

Medium

Medium term

- Can significantly reduce

- Biological crop protection

- The markets for

the need for harmful

has seen a dramatic rise in

biological control

(Increase

agrichemical, increase

popularity in recent years

agents and

quality)

resilience to stresses and

biostimulants are

increase yield

growing at over 10% a

based crop
protection

year

- But currently, these
products aren’t always
effective
- They also currently only
serve to complement, rather
than replace chemical
products

Plant-based
food
alternatives

5

High

Short term

- Could have a huge impact

- Multiple plant-based foods

- Mission of

across all policy goals if

are already on the market

Impossible Foods is to

scaled up

and consumers are

completely replace

increasingly interested. E.g.

the need for animals

28% of consumers are eating

by 2035

- Increased food security
and self-sufficiency, even as
climate change threatens
traditional production

more protein from plant
sources.

- Research forecasts
that the value of the
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- Radical opportunity to

- Mintel found that 46% of

global plant-based

free-up land and reduce

Americans believe plant-

food and drink

deforestation, half of the

based meat is better for you

market could soar by

world’s habitable land is

than real meat

more than 1000%

currently used for agriculture

over the next 10
years, to reach

- Opportunity to produce

$140bn by 2029

healthier food

- UBS predicts the
plant-based protein
industry can expect a
CAGR of 28% by
2030 (from USD
4.6bn in 2018 to
USD 85bn).

Lab-grown
and
synthetic
food

5

Low

Long term

- Could have a huge impact

- Cell-based products are

- Barclays predicts

across all policy goals if

not yet commercialised.

that lab-grown real

scaled up

Although the number of

meat, produced from

cultured meat companies is

cell cultures, is likely

growing massively, and the

to hit supermarket

science is now reasonably

shelves in a decade

- Increased food security and
self-sufficiency, even as
climate change threatens
traditional production
- Huge opportunity to
produce not only meat
products, but also product
other food currently
produced by harmful
methods with a lower
environmental impact
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well-established, there are
multiple barriers facing the
industry before products can
make it to market.

- Estimated that by
2035, synthetic food
can be 10x more
efficient than

- It still needs to be proved

photosynthesis and

that cultured meat

10x cheaper than

production can be

animal food

commercialised at scale.

- Consultancy AT

- The growth medium is

Kearney predicts cell-

extremely expensive and

based analogues will

- Opportunity to produce

cultured meat production

snare a 35% share of

healthier foods

requires high energy use

the global meat
market by 2040
- But there are
multiple barriers to
overcome

Controlled
environment
agriculture
and vertical
farms

5

Medium

Medium term

-Offers an opportunity to

- Vertical farms do exist, but

- Research shows

radically change the way we

they are mainly confined to

that, dependent on a

feed the world, providing

the developed world. They

few factors, urban

environment, health and

are currently only capable of

agriculture could

economic opportunities. For

growing high value crops.

provide an abundant

example, reduced land-use,
saving energy and inputs like
fertilisers, reducing waste,
guaranteeing supply and selfsufficiency, reducing food

- There are still multiple
barriers to overcome to scale
up vertical farming and
increasing the type of food

and varied food
supply for the 60% of
people living in cities
by the year 2030.

that can feasibly be grown.

- The global vertical

For example, the high energy

farming market is

- Huge potential

use and infrastructure

currently small but

environmental benefits:

required

projected to expand

miles, more nutritious foods

better use of space, fewer

at a compound annual

food miles, isolation from

growth rate of 24.6%

pathogens, reduction in soil

between 2019 and

degradation, nutrient and

2026.

water recapturing and
recycling
- Potential to free up land
and return to natural
ecosystems, reducing the risk
of numerous infectious
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diseases spilling over into
human populations
- It could, in theory, supply
enough food in a sustainable
fashion to comfortably feed
all of humankind for the
foreseeable future.

Food sensing
and
processing
tech

1

Medium

Medium term

- Can positively contribute to

-The application of

- Must overcome

all three policy goals

hyperspectral imagery is

challenges on both

(improve quality of food,

rapidly growing

industrial and

reduce waste and reduce
economic losses).

-There are still challenges to
overcome to make sure the

- Doesn’t have any impact on

technology is accurate and

the environmental impact of

effective

food production

- Many food companies are

- Doesn’t do anything to

not currently accustomed to

increase financial prospects

reading plots/statistical

for farmers

values, which is needed to
correctly operate these

technical levels
before its full
potential can be
realised
- Adoption would
require a change in
many current
procedures, which
could take some time

technologies

Food
preservation
tech/
nanotech

1

High

Short term

- Can ensure food stays

- Many technologies are

- Solutions are

fresher for longer, reducing

already available, but haven’t

already available in

waste

yet been scaled

stores in some cases.

- Can also preserve
nutritional content of food
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For example, Apeel
sciences is a family of
plant-derived

- Depending on the

coatings that can help

technology, it may not have

to keep produce fresh

any impact on the
environmental impact of
food production

Renewable
cold storage

2

High

Short term

- Environmental and

- The technologies exist, it

- It is already in place

economic opportunities,

just needs to be scaled and

in many countries.

particularly for farmers in

accessible to all

For example, Inspira

low-income countries
- Could have quite a

- The cost of solar is
significantly decreasing

significant impact on waste,

Farms rolled out
super-efficient offgrid cold storage units
in partnership with

as its estimated that

the Rwandan

30-40% of total production

Government and are

is lost before it reaches the

expected to benefit

market, partly due to lack of

100,000 rural

proper post-harvest storage

smallholder farmers

- Can also help to reduce
hunger

Mobile
services and
digital
marketplaces

2

High

Short term

- Potential to reduce food

- 4% of total investment in

- There is a growing

loss and waste, but not all

the agri-foodtech space was

number of

studies show this is significant

invested in agribusiness

agribusiness

marketplaces in 2019

marketplace startups
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